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Minerva Clark Gives Up the Ghost The incredible, inspiring, and heartbreaking story of a
phenomenal long-distance runner’s race against insurmountable odds and his own demons. John
Tarrant was one of the best runners the world has ever seen. With a strange, loping gate and
a nearly fanatical determination, he dominated the field and crushed ultra-long distance
records for 40 and 100 miles. As a teenage boxer in the 1950s, Tarrant received £17 payment
for a match, a pittance that would haunt him for the rest of his life by compromising his
amateur athlete status. He would spend his career fighting the rule that banned him from
competing, gatecrashing races, and running without a number. Dubbed “the Ghost Runner,” he
would again and again defy the odds, making history without officially being recognized for
his achievements. This is the captivating story of his lifelong struggle for victory,
acceptance, and justice, from his difficult start as a poor child in WWII England to his
fight to legitimize interracial races in Apartheid South Africa. Based on accounts from
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family, friends, and competitors and told with brutal honesty, Bill Jones uncovers one of the
greatest untold sports stories of our time and documents the life of a man who simply would
not be stopped. “Jones tells the story very well . . . restores his legend while revealing
his very human frailties.” —Kirkus Reviews
Ghost At the end of a winter-long journey into manhood, Little Hawk returns to find his
village decimated by a white man's plague and soon, despite a fresh start, Little Hawk dies
violently but his spirit remains trapped, seeing how his world changes.
The Two-Knock Ghost Chris Mentillo presentsa riviting supernatural horror tale --taken from
his short story collection, "Tales of Horror" series: An "unhappy heiress" tries to find
eternal solitude by turning back towards her childhood to cure her present psychological
anguish of getting older. Only she finds out later, she may have made a big mistake! If you
love the supernatural, ghosts, paranormal, unidentified creepy creatures, and of coarse
horror, then you don't want to miss out on this one!
Jason Reynolds's Track Series Minerva Clark's yoga-instructor mom has returned-with a new
husband in tow. As if that isn't a big enough shock, there's a surprise of the supernatural
sort in store for the self-made teen sleuth. It seems the owners of a haunted grocery store
are missing their ghost, and they need Minerva's help in finding it. But before she can come
up with the ghost, Minerva will need to find the arsonist who burned the grocery store to the
ground. Danger, laughs, and a touch of freezer burn await readers in this newest adventure
from the big-haired case-cracker.
Ghost Boy
Riding with the Ghost "Vegan vampires, Shakespearean actors, food–co-op aficionados and
serious runners face off against old-school bloodsuckers and rapacious, forest-devouring
builders in this follow-up to Out of Breath (2011) set in—where else?—Lithia…Spunky Kat is
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good company; Alex and Roman are better defined this time around, but most vivid character
honors go to the setting, whose tall evergreens and babbling brooks, shadowed by brooding
mountains, enhance the sturdy plot. Thoroughly entertaining." —Kirkus Reviews "[A] fast-paced
trilogy…The Ghost Runner perfectly captures its setting while adding in engaging characters
and a dose of the supernatural." —Ashland Daily Tidings Introducing Book Two in the Lithia
Trilogy… In The Ghost Runner, Kat is still in Lithia, trying not to see Roman’s face
everywhere she looks. It’s not easy, but she tries to move on: She starts taking classes at
the local college, keeps up with her job at the running store, and is beginning a
relationship with Alex. Yet Kat’s past is never far behind, and as old ghosts begin to catch
up with her, she finds herself fighting to defend the things she believes in, from the hope
of a new family to the deeply wooded forests that she has begun to call home. As her
relationship with Alex begins to crumble, a new secret from her past emerges, and she is once
again torn between those she loves as she struggles to reconcile her dark past with her hopes
for a brighter future. The Ghost Runner, continuing Kat's adventures in Out of Breath, brings
us further into the mysterious town of Lithia, where the old traditions of logging and gold
mining—and the new traditions of development—collide with conservation. Meanwhile, the
spirits of the town keep watch over everything—and occasionally find it necessary to
intervene… The Lithia Trilogy, which blends adventure and the paranormal with environmental
awareness and Shakespeare, offers an exciting new series in young adult fiction.
The Ghost Runner "Humorous Ghost Stories" by Dorothy Scarborough. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known
classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our
goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality
digital format.
A Ghost a Day Aspiring to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle school's track team,
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gifted runner Ghost finds his goal challenged by a tragic past with a violent father.
Ghost Lips from the Trickster The acclaimed and eagerly anticipated fourth thriller in the
zombie apocalypse series from the author of Day by Day Armageddon and Day by Day Armageddon:
Beyond Exile, for fans of the smash hit show The Walking Dead. In a desperate bid to survive
as hordes of bloodthirsty undead now dominate the ravaged U.S. population, a Navy commander
discovers an incredible secret about the pandemic in this fourth novel in the acclaimed Day
by Day Armageddon series. Task Force Phoenix may be humanity’s final hope, and the narrator's
agonizing decisions could mean living one more day—or surrendering to the eternal hell that
exists between life and death. Ghost Run is a suspenseful, gripping, and intelligent thriller
that will terrify die-hard horror fans and reinforce J.L. Bourne’s reputation as “the new
king of hardcore zombie action” (Brad Thor, author of Act of War).
Everybody's Magazine Sergeant Victor Peters breaks away from a Rebel prison train running
hard from Soldiers with dogs closing fast on his heels. Hopelessly lost in deep woods about
to be caught when suddenly a ghost vision of a drummer boy who was shot that morning flashes
before him pointing a way to a steep hill. Climbing up that hill he shakes off the dogs and
runs until dusk to an abandoned copper mine. There he finds a group of women dancing around a
huge campfire while protected by a hideous looking beast. The Rebel soldiers hunting him sees
the creature, stops. Soon an ex-slave Basil tells him he has entered into a bizarre world
controlled by a runaway-slave woman Tamar who is a wizard of all witches. She uses some old
sacred texts to communicate with the dead and with so many soldiers killed on the battlefield
mothers and wives come to her who has a portal to the underworld and can connect by pulling
up the ghost of their lost love ones to read their lips. Victor finds himself now trapped by
Tamar, a procure of super magical powers who had sent the drummer boy ghost for him to find
his way to her. She has plans to expand her occult tribe by having Victor to be used as a
stud master. Victor needs to get home to care for his ill child, Bessie. But he is up against
the mystical power of Tamar. Basil tells him his only hope is a beautiful ex-shave girl
Autumn who knows Tamar the tricksters secret and the only way to escape is to kill that
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fearsome beast Tamar controls. Can Victor get Autumn to help him get free from Tamar as the
Rebels a mile away saddled well-armed watching ready for action as the creature stands firm.
Victor sees danger and time is running out.
Ghosts I Have Seen The acclaimed and eagerly anticipated fourth thriller in the zombie
apocalypse series from the author of Day by Day Armageddon and Day by Day Armageddon: Beyond
Exile, for fans of the smash hit show The Walking Dead. In a desperate bid to survive as
hordes of bloodthirsty undead now dominate the ravaged U.S. population, a Navy commander
discovers an incredible secret about the pandemic in this fourth novel in the acclaimed Day
by Day Armageddon series. Task Force Phoenix may be humanity’s final hope, and the narrator's
agonizing decisions could mean living one more day—or surrendering to the eternal hell that
exists between life and death. Ghost Run is a suspenseful, gripping, and intelligent thriller
that will terrify die-hard horror fans and reinforce J.L. Bourne’s reputation as “the new
king of hardcore zombie action” (Brad Thor, author of Act of War).
Ghost The Turn of the Screw is an 1898Horrornovella by Henry James that first appeared in
serial format in Collier's Weekly magazine (January 27 - April 16, 1898). In October 1898 it
appeared in The Two Magics, a book published by Macmillan in New York City and Heinemann in
London. Classified as both gothic fiction and a ghost story, the novella focuses on a
governess who, caring for two children at a remote estate, becomes convinced that the grounds
are haunted.
The Ghost Who Would Not Die In this USA Today Bestselling series, Laurel inherits a funeral
home, to discover it's a dead-end job. Nobody knows that Laurel Bay can see ghosts. When she
inherits a funeral home, she is forced to return from Melbourne to the small town of Witch
Woods to breathe life into the business. It is a grave responsibility, but Laurel is
determined that this will be no dead-end job. There she has to contend with her manipulative
and overly religious mother, a wise-cracking ghost, and a secretive but handsome accountant.
When the murder of a local woman in the funeral home strangles the finances, can Laurel solve
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the murder? Or will this be the death of her business?
Ghost Hawk The Ghost is the next chapter in the story of Jacob Cahill, the boy prodigy who
miraculously escaped Communist Chinese agents when he was only fifteen years old. He has now
chosen to fight the Communists in Vietnam rather than continue his education at a prestigious
university in America, which he is more than well suited to do. His family and friends are
aghast at his decision, many thinking he will be no more than cannon fodder in a useless and
unwinnable war. Although revenge is a factor in his decision since the Communists in China
killed his parents, he also believes it is his duty to fight for his country in a time of
war. He enlists, is sent to boot camp and then to Vietnam where his prodigious physical and
intellectual skills are tested in horrific combat, which not only confront him with what he
has become but result in significant wounds from which he may never recover. In the end, as
the enemy converges on him, he wonders if the endgame is some shallow grave in the jungles of
Laos from which he will never be found.
The office for the Lord's day, as prescribed by the Orthodox Greek Church, tr. [by S.G.
Hatherly]. A mix of mystery and history, Gourmet Ghosts is a unique guide to more than 40
haunted bars and restaurants in Los Angeles. Including new and previously-unpublished
stories, photographs and eyewitness accounts, this book also digs into the newspaper archives
to find out if there's any truth to the tales - and offers tips on the best food, drink and
Happy Hours. From Downtown to Hollywood and from West Hollywood to the Westside, you can find
out which booth to choose if you want to dine with a ghost, read about ""The Night Watchman""
at the Spring Arts Tower, walk in the steps of ""Glover's Ghost"" at Yamashiro or examine the
strange pictures from the Queen Mary and the Mandrake Bar. Your table is ready!
The Works of Thomas Goodwin: The work of the Holy Ghost in our salvation High school freshman
T.J. Jackson thinks his summer will be a drag when his widowed dad dumps him off for a
vacation with his Uncle Mike, a Park Ranger at the Gettysburg National Battlefield, Aunt
Terri, and his geeky adopted cousin LouAnne. But T.J. is in for a few surprises. For
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starters, Gettysburg isn't the boring Civil War town he expected. A ghostly Confederate
cavalier has been terrorizing nightly visitors to the battlefield. And LouAnne isn't so geeky
anymore- she's become a sassy beauty who leaves him breathless. Things escalate when the
cousins, aided by T.J.'s quirky friend Bortnicker from back home in Connecticut - who also
has his eye on the lovely LouAnne - attempt to solve a murder mystery that has the local
police, park rangers and paranormal investigators in a panic. Because how do you stop an
undead killer from 1863 from wreaking havoc in the 21st Century?
Ghost Boys Ghost Town: New York City Pandemic COVID-19 By: Eric Guttelewitz Ghost Town: New
York City: Pandemic COVID-19 is a story once in a lifetime and will be in the history books.
For eighteen days, Eric Guttelewitz travelled into Manhattan, NYC, the epicenter of the
coronavirus in spring of 2020 to photograph the city in lockdown. In 147 photographs, only a
handful of people are walking in New York City, though in a typical work day, over three
million people walk in the street of Manhattan. Each photograph tells a story and gives a
message that something is going on; things are not right in the greatest city in the world.
Ghost Run Who or what lurks below the decks of the ships at Mystic Seaport? Does playwright
Eugene O'Neill still live in his family's cottage on the New London shore? Are there really
vampires in Connecticut? Can Israel Putnam's ghost still see the whites of your eyes? This
captivating book presents tales and legends from Eastern Connecticut's most haunted locations
dark deeds and lore from New London and Mystic, and stretching all the way to Brooklyn,
Windham and Franklin. Like eerie and desperate whispers on the wind, the ghosts of
Connecticut's past reveal their deepest, darkest secrets to author and paranormal
investigator Donna Kent as she sheds new light on this collection of spine-tingling legends.
The Ghost Loess Village was a small mountain village located in the north of Fujian Province.
It was a very ancient era and there were only 30 or so households in the village. Although
this place could not be considered as a Feng Shui treasure, it was still a small village. It
was said that the Yellow Plains had been peaceful for hundreds of years. In fact, there were
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many strange legends here
A Christmas Carol New York Times bestseller. They all thought he was gone. But he was alive
and trapped inside his own body for ten years. In January 1988 Martin Pistorius, aged twelve,
fell inexplicably sick. First, he lost his voice and stopped eating. Then he slept constantly
and shunned human contact. Doctors were mystified. Within eighteen months he was mute and
wheelchair-bound. Martin's parents were told an unknown degenerative disease left him with
the mind of a baby and less than two years to live. Martin was moved to care centers for
severely disabled children. The stress and heartache shook his parents’ marriage and their
family to the core. Their boy was gone. Or so they thought. Ghost Boy is the heart-wrenching
story of one boy’s return to life through the power of love and faith. In these pages,
readers see: A parent’s resilience. The consequences of misdiagnosis. Abuse at the hands of
cruel caretakers. The unthinkable duration of Martin’s mental alertness betrayed by his
lifeless body. We also see a life reclaimed—a business created, a new love kindled—all from a
wheelchair. Martin's emergence from his own darkness invites us to celebrate our own lives
and fight for a better life for others.
Ghost Hold A heartbreaking and powerful story about a black boy killed by a police officer,
drawing connections through history, from award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes. An
instant New York Times bestsellerAn instant IndieBound bestsellerThe #1 Kids' Indie Next
PickA Walter Award winner Only the living can make the world better. Live and make it better.
Twelve-year-old Jerome is shot by a police officer who mistakes his toy gun for a real
threat. As a ghost, he observes the devastation that's been unleashed on his family and
community in the wake of what they see as an unjust and brutal killing. Soon Jerome meets
another ghost: Emmett Till, a boy from a very different time but similar circumstances.
Emmett helps Jerome process what has happened, on a journey towards recognizing how
historical racism may have led to the events that ended his life. Jerome also meets Sarah,
the daughter of the police officer, who grapples with her father's actions. Once again Jewell
Parker Rhodes deftly weaves historical and socio-political layers into a gripping and
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poignant story about how children and families face the complexities of today's world, and
how one boy grows to understand American blackness in the aftermath of his own death.
Ghost Stories and Legends of Eastern Connecticut An unflinching memoir from a writer
reckoning with his relationship with his troubled father and the complicated legacy that each
generation hands down to the next "Justin Taylor's relentless, peripatetic, and tender search
for reconciliation with his late troubled father blooms into a full-throated song of joy
about his own life lived through music, teaching, travel, and literature."--Lauren Groff,
author of Florida NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY KIRKUS REVIEWS When Justin
Taylor was thirty, his father, Larry, drove to the top of the Nashville airport parking
garage to take his own life. Thanks to the intervention of family members, he was not
successful, but the incident forever transformed how Taylor thinks of his father, and how he
thinks of himself as a son. Moving back and forth in time from that day, Riding with the
Ghost captures the past's power to shape, strengthen, and distort our visions of ourselves
and one another. We see Larry as the middle child in a chilly Long Island family; as a
beloved Little League coach who listens to kids with patience and curiosity; as an unemployed
father struggling to keep his marriage together while battling long-term illness and
depression. At the same time, Taylor explores how the work of confronting a family member's
story forces a reckoning with your own. We see Taylor as a teacher, modeling himself after
his dad's best qualities; as a caregiver, attempting to provide his father with emotional and
financial support, but not always succeeding; as a new husband, with a dawning awareness of
his own depressive tendencies. With raw intimacy, Riding with the Ghost lays bare the joys
and burdens of loving a troubled family member. It's a memoir about fathers and sons,
teachers and students, faith and illness, and the pieces of our loved ones that we carry with
us always.
True West Virginia Ghost Stories Bell Elkins, prosecuting attorney and small-town heroine of
Pulitzer Prize winner Julia Keller's A Killing in the Hills, Bitter River and Summer of the
Dead, faces one of her most challenging days in this exclusive digital short story. Featuring
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an exclusive extract from her new full-length novel Last Ragged Breath. For Bell Elkins no
day is ever the same. But on this day, for the third day running, Bell has woken up from the
same dream. A dream about a boy needing her help, reaching out to her. Bell, always unable to
help. Already unsettled, she becomes embroiled, in her role as prosecuting attorney for
Raythune County, in an investigation into a couple running a local day-care centre, and Bell
suspects that her day is only going to get worse. A suspicion that is compounded when she's
forced to confront a friend's treachery and a ghost from her past. No day is ever the same,
but will Bell be forever changed by this one?
Gourmet Ghosts - Los Angeles This Graphic Novel Series features classic tales retold with
attractive color illustrations. Educatiors using the Dale-Chall vocabulary system adapted
each title. Each 70 page, softcover book retains key phrases and quotations from the original
classics. Introduce literature to reluctant readers and motivate struggling readers. Students
build confidence through reading practice. Motivation makes all the difference. What's more
motivation then the expectation of success?
A True Tale of Horror In its heyday, Colorado had more than 175 ski areas operating on the
slopes of the Rocky Mountains, and while many of those resorts have shut down, their runs
still shelter secret stashes of snow. Pristine slopes await backcountry powder hounds out to
discover these chutes and steeps, bunny hills and bumps. Chronicling the history of more than
36 of these "lost resorts," Powder Ghost Towns provides the beta for how to ski and board
these classic runs today, with comprehensive information on trailheads, where to skin up, and
the best descents. Coverage ranges from southern Wyoming's Medicine Bow Mountains to the
Colorado-New Mexico border, including famous old resorts like Hidden Valley in Rocky Mountain
National Park.
Ghost Wave Rising from the depths of the North Pacific lies a fabled island, now submerged
just 15 feet below the surface of the ocean. Rumors and warnings about Cortes Bank abound,
but among big wave surfers, this legendary rock is famous for one simple (and massive)
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reason: this is the home of the biggest rideable wave on the face of the earth. In this
dramatic work of narrative non-fiction, journalist Chris Dixon unlocks the secrets of Cortes
Bank and pulls readers into the harrowing world of big wave surfing and high seas adventure
above the most enigmatic and dangerous rock in the sea. The true story of this Everest of the
sea will thrill anyone with an abiding curiosity of and respect for mother ocean.
The Birth of a Texas Ghost Town Explains the practical aspects of exercise physiology and
modern coaching, including energy systems, the aerobic and anaerobic thresholds, VO2 max,
running economy, muscle fibers, and more. In addition, it covers how these ideas should
inform both your day-to-day workouts and the underlying philosophy that forms the foundation
of your training program.
Ghost Destined To Come Stories of ghosts and spirits and tall tales of strange happenings
fill this volume. If they don't give you goose bumps and make your hair stand on end, at
least they will offer you food for thought. There are two stories of Indian legends from
Silver Springs, stories of hauntings in the little town of Micanopy, an encounter with a
specter at Fort Clinch near Fernandina, the tale of a ghost in the Castillo in St. Augustine,
the legend of the choir boy who sings from beneath a church swimming pool in Jacksonville,
and many more. Enough to keep you up at night reading—if you dare!
Humorous Ghost Stories
Ghost Roll The Two-Knock Ghost is the story about a good man, a psychologist, who slowly
slips into alcoholism after the death of his parents and his paternal grandparents on their
way home from his twenty-fourth birthday party. They are killed by a drunk driver. After
thirty years of drinking to anesthetize his emotional pain, his wife, a nurse and a great
person, asks him to leave because he is not the man she married. She says shell wait for him,
but he needs to get his act together before she accepts him back. He leaves in shock, not
having a clue that hes an alcoholic. While living away, he is troubled by dreams of the
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devil, whom he doesnt believe in in conscious life, and by a pesky ghost that knocks twice in
many of his dreams but never comes in and reveals itself. It is the story of his personal
search for answers and the truth about himself and what or who the two-knock ghost really
is.
A Ghost of a Chance In its heyday, Thurber was home to coal miners and brick plant workers
from Italy, Poland, and as many as fourteen other European nations, not to mention the many
Mexican immigrants who came to the area. In this, her master’s thesis, Mary Jane Gentry, who
started the first grade in Thurber and graduated as valedictorian of its high school in 1930,
records first-hand memories of the town’s vibrant charm. Now edited and with an introduction
by T. Lindsay Baker, Gentry’s lively history of the rise and decline of a Texas coal town
provides a unique window into a bygone era. Her narrative of rancorous labor disputes,
corporate machinations, and the eventual shuttering of the plants and virtual disappearance
of the once-thriving town will allow Thurber to live again, if only in the minds of her
readers.
The Ghost Runner
Modern Training and Physiology for Middle and Long-Distance Runners Olivia Black is back.
Only this time she's not the one in need of rescue. Samantha James, rich, popular, and an
award-winning composer at age seventeen, is the next target on the CAMFers' list. In order to
convince Samantha to come with them, Olivia and Passion must pose as cousins, blend into the
most affluent high school in Indianapolis, and infiltrate a mysterious cult known as The
Hold. Olivia doesn't expect it to be easy, even with the PSS guys backing them up. But what
she discovers over the course of the mission will call into question everything she ever
believed about herself, her family, and especially about Marcus, the guy she is undoubtedly
falling in love with. Ghost Hold is book two of The PSS Chronicles, a young adult paranormal
thriller series. The first book, Ghost Hand, is FREE on Google Play, so why not give the
series a try? You have nothing to lose. Ghost Heart, book three of the series is now
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available on Google Play.
Last Ghost at Gettysburg “True West Virginia Ghost Stories” is a collection of over 400 hair
raising stories, all true, that have been passed down for many generations in the mountain
state. Over the past twelve years these stories have been archived by 'West Virginia Ghosts'
and for the first time are being offered in anthology, full book form. The stories, written
by different individuals, cover the entire spectrum of paranormal phenomena; ghosts, UFO's,
Bigfoot, strange animals and creatures, and many more. There are many unexplained events
cataloged throughout the work. If you love the paranormal and are fond of the mountain state
or Appalachia in general, take a trip down these haunted country roads with “True West
Virginia Ghost Stories!”
Ghost in a Coal Mine Race through Jason Reynolds’s New York Times bestselling Track series,
now in a complete boxed set. Ghost. Patina. Sunny. Lu. A fast but fiery group of kids from
wildly different backgrounds, chosen to compete on an elite track team. They all have a lot
to lose, but they also have a lot to prove, not only to each other, but to themselves.
Discover each of their stories in this complete collection of Jason Reynolds’s explosive New
York Times bestselling Track series. This collection includes: Ghost Patina Sunny Lu
Ghost Town Can't get enough spooks, spirits, and specters? Now you'll never have to go a day
without your ghoulish fix. This ghastly collection features some of the scariest stories of
murder, revenge, and suicide ever told—and the spirits that haunt their resting place for all
time. As a truly unique convention, each story directly relates to the specific day on which
it's found. You'll find shocking stories of: Sightings of the spectral SS Valencia that was
lost at sea on January 22nd, 1906 The "Thirteen Lost Souls" trapped in the burning Jolema
Building in Brazil on February 1st, 1974 seen roaming the new corridors and offices The
ghostly "mist of the Green Lady" in the oldest graveyard in Burlington, Connecticut, which
she started haunting on April 12, 1800 Not for the faint of heart, this book delivers tales
to terrify you every day of the year!
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The Turn of the Screw Illustrated
Powder Ghost Towns Aspiring to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle school's track
team, gifted runner Ghost finds his goal challenged by a tragic past with a violent father.
Ghost Run In her latest book of supernatural, true-life mystery, Linda Alice Dewey is
contacted by a ghost named Jacobs. Jacobs is a runaway slave who was brutally murdered during
the Civil War. Using Jacobs's own words, Dewey tells Jacobs's gripping story of being a
slave, a fugitive, a vagrant in nineteenth-century America--and his "life" as The Ghost Who
Would Not Die. After Jacobs is murdered, his ghost congregates with other ghosts, plays
tricks on people, and wanders aimlessly through middle America. Eventually, he begins to help
the living by telepathically influencing their thoughts and, ultimately, attaching himself to
Dewey and her son. Dewey helps Jacobs to "cross over" and find the peace and freedom that was
denied him in life and during the first hundred years after his death. The Ghost Who Would
Not Die is a gripping, Civil War–era tale, as well as a well-told, true ghost story that is
sure to appeal to readers interested in the supernatural and life after death.
Florida Ghost Stories A Ghost in the Coal Mine is a mixture of past and present good against
evil. It pushes the limit on the supernatural and what we feel could exist, giving us a look
inside the coal mines and the dangers that even today the men working the mines face with
cave-ins and explosions. The mines are dark, dangerous places to work or even to walk into.
When you add the unthinkable, unnatural evils of demons and ghosts and our everyday fight
with good and evil, it sends chills down your spine. Would you put your life on the line to
go into the darkness of the underground to bring men dead or alive back to their families?
Could you fight the unthinkable to do what is right?
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